
ArtistMedia Pack



Madeke was founded by the creator of Yorland 
Republic, one of the UK’s major contemporary art 
and culture organisations. 
Madeke is a collectible magazine that combines art 
and culture in an unusual way. 
It is an authoritative and inspiring magazine for 
readers looking for engaging editorial with im-
pactful graphics and design - aimed at readers 
with a global and curious attitude. Madeke exists 
to inspire you to be beautiful, brave, and creative. 
Contributions from award-winning writers are 
included.

Madeke features excellent contemporary artists 
and delves into the realms of global exploration. 
The magazine is available in the United Kingdom. 

This media bundle will go through opportunities 
for Madeke. The next exhibition dates and call out 
chances will be announced on the Yorland Repub-
lic website.

About Yorland Republic 

Ade - Olusola Kunmi founded Madeke and the 
Yorland Republic. Yorland Republic has estab-
lished itself as a contemporary arts and cultural 
project, cultural promotion, and media publication 
organisation. 
Yorland Republic represents an opportunity to 
gain access to a vast and diverse group of gifted 
artists on the rise, showcasing international talent 
in a collaborative, inclusive show, and now Ade has 
expanded the organisation to include an inspira-
tional magazine that is available in the UK and 
online. 
Ade has a master’s degree in management from the 
University of Hertfordshire’s Hertfordshire Busi-
ness School. He provides a plethora of knowledge 
and experience to the activities, programmes, and 
publications of the Yorland Republic. 



Madeke magazine 

Madeke journal is a beautifully designed and ex-
citing international contemporary art and culture 
journal that has captivated an engaged audience 
of artists and collectors. We are a one-of-a-kind 
publication that is both innovative and inspiring. 
Madeke is available online and in the UK. Pub-
licise your work in print. We have a lot of pages 
dedicated to artists. 
Artists that are chosen will also become members 
of the Yorland Republic network, with automatic 
inclusion in project call-outs such as art place-
ments, events, and commissions. 
1-2 pages include a profile and photographs, while 
4-6 pages can include a custom interview. Artists 
are also marketed online and on social media. A 

profile and photographs are featured on 1-2 pages. 
4-6 can include a custom interview. Artists will 
also be featured on an online blog.

1 page  £50    cost for accepted artist
2 pages £100   1-2 pages feature a profile and im-
ages
4 pages £200   4-6 can feature a bespoke interview.
6 pages £280   Artists also receive an online blog 
feature.



Artist Q&A – £15
 
Answer the questions below and be as descriptive 
as possible –

Our readers like to know as much about you and 
your inspiration as possible! Self-taught or art 
school? 
If you could own one work of art what would it be? 
How would you describe your style? 
Can you tell us about your artistic process? 
Is narrative important within your work?
Who are your favourite artists and why? 
What or who inspires your art? 
Where’s your studio and what’s it like? 
Do you have any studio rituals? 
What are you working on currently? 
Where can we buy your art? 

Send your responses, along with an artist state-
ment and 10-12 photographs, to info@yorlan-
drepublic.com.com. Q&As are pushed on social 
media, with Instagram and Facebook shares. 
All features have the ability to link to your website 
and social media accounts. 

Bespoke Artist Interview – £35

 A custom interview can be included on The FLUX 
Review blog. We craft questions based on your 
practise, inspiration, and any current projects you 
are working on. Bespoke interviews appear on the 
website’s blog page .
Bespoke interviews are marketed on social media, 
with at least six Instagram posts and two Facebook 
shares.

 Send an email to info@yorlandrepublic.com to set 
up your personalised interview.
. 

Online Profile and Gallery Page – 1 year £95 

Yorland republic directory includes artist pages 
that are individually developed with a continuous 
scroll. We collaborate with you to generate a thor-
ough overview of your practise. 
Each listing may include - 

Artist intro
Statement 
Bio 
CV  
Exhibitions  
Links to social media 
Link to website 
Gallery and slideshow 
Contact details




